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Introduction  

Current port regulations based on Reglamento 18630 of 1965 (with amendments in 1970):

 2 years before containerization arrived to trans-ocean trades;

 more than 10 years before reefer containers;

 40+ years before gantry cranes, computerized terminal operation systems (TOS),
gate appointment and vessel reservation systems;

 20+ years before global trend towards port privatization;

 18 years before MARPOL;

 Nearly 40 years before ISPS;

 Imperative that any new law must anticipate future rather than just status quo;

 This means underlying authority must be given to port or regulatory authority to
adjust underlying rules and regulations over time;
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Key Success Factors For Legislation Effectiveness  

Characteristic Pass Fail

Plain Language √

Clear Objectives √

Comprehensiveness √

Readability √

Conciseness √

Specificity X

= no ambiguities
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Functional Analysis

 Identify entities given responsibilities in the law;

 Identify responsibilities and their allocations;

 Identify weaknesses in accord with best practice;

 Provide recommendations for strengthening identified weaknesses;
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28 port sector functions identified in the Draft Law in four categories:

 Planning and Engineering;

 Port and Terminal Operations;

 Public Port Administration;

 Regulation.

Seven entities assigned functions in the Draft Law:

 ARSPM;

 Ministry of Transport and Communications;

 Ministry of Economy and Finance;

 Ministry of Sectoral Protection (Ministério de Tutela Sectorial);

 INAMAR;

 Terminal Operator;

 “Governo”;

Functional Analysis Results (1)
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Functional Analysis Results (2)

Functional gaps:

 Two functions omitted from reference in the draft law

 Setting and approval of port dues

 Day-to-day maintenance of common use areas

Weakness in specificity:

 Nine functions co-assigned to two or more entities

 Four functions are asigned to “government”

 Lines blurred between “coordination” and “implementation”

 Increases risk of jurisdictional squabbles, such as was the case in Argentina before 

port reform there
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Competition Regulation

Generally aims to allow market forces to influence pricing and service quality:

 One of Draft Law’s objectives is to promote and safeguard competition;

 While competition law and reglations have been in place since 2013/2014, the law 

and regulations have not yet been implemented;

 Law allows regulator to terminate concession contract upon conviction of 

anticompetitive behavior, but no active competition legal foundation in effect.
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Seeks to control prices to prevent monopolies or oligopolies from raising prices beyond what the market would 
otherwise determine:

 Proposing tariffs, setting the rules for tariffs, and approving tariffs are assigned across six different 
entities

 Ministries of 1) Sectoral Protection, 2) Finance, 3) Transport, 4) “Government” have tariff setting 
responsibility, but in “coordination” with 5) ARSPM; and 6) terminal operator can set tariffs within 
maximum levels imposed by regulator

 Economic regulation a difficult undertaking – terminal operators know their cost structures; 
regulators don’t

 Regulators usually focus on a basket of services to be regulated, which should include regulation of 
prices for services in which customers are held captive by the terminal operator

 Regulatory standard is to incorporate maximum prices as a bid term in a concession tender, with care 
to 

 include services held captive by terminal operator

 define precisely what the service and price is; lack of clarity can lead to both regulator and 
concessionaire abuse

 some regulators worry about concessionaires circumventing tariff regulation by introducing 
ancillary service fees

Economic Regulation
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Exemplo de Aumento do Número de Taxas de Serviços Pós-concessão
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Performance Monitoring (1)

ARSPM mandated to increase effectiveness and operational efficiency of national port 

system and to propose measures to increase port sector competitiveness

Performance monitoring helpful for:

 Ensuring terminal operators adhere to performance standards incorporated in 

concession contract

 Identify areas in which the regulator may intervene to ensure adequate level of 

service and productivity

 Inform national port planning process for increasing port capacity

 Gauge impact of policy changes and pricing that may adversely affect or enhance 

operational performance
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 ARSPM should prescribe set of indicators to enable performance monitoring

 Must be carefully defined to eliminate wiggleroom in indicator’s interpretation by both 
regulator and operator

 Suggested indicators based on port time accounting system, originally presented in World 
Bank’s Port Reform Toolkit and updated here to reflect shifting areas of concern in and 
outside the terminal

 Indicators focus on Level of Service and Operational Efficiency

 Indicators and/or the data for their calculation are normally readily available from 
terminal operator

Performance Monitoring (2)
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Suggested Port Performance Indicators for Monitoring Performance

Indicator Category Units of Measure
Reporting 

Frequency

Desirable 

Performance 

Ranges
Level of Service

Ship Delay -- Hours/Call Monthly 0-4

Container Dwell Time --
Average Days in 

Storage/Container
Weekly --

Truck Queue Time -- Hours/Call Monthly 1-2

Truck Turn Time -- Hours/Call Monthly 0.5-1

Operational Efficiency

Ship Productivity

> 1,000 moves/call

Moves/Hour

60-80

500-1,000 moves/call Monthly 35-50

< 500 moves/call 10-15

Crane Productivity

Gantry Cranes

Moves/Hour

25-30

Mobil Harbor Cranes Monthly 15-20

Ship's Gear 10-15

Berth Utilization --

Total Berth Hours per Month 

with Ship at Berth/Total 

Available Hours per Month

Monthly not to exceed 70%
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Concession Contract Provisions

 One of the Draft Law’s objectives is to encourage private sector investment 

 Draft Law specifies certain provisions (referred to as “essential elements”) be included 

(Article 32)

 A review of elements reveals 14 essential items not mentioned; the most important ones 

include clauses related to:

 Force majeure

 Performance standards 

 Dispute resolution
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Draft Port Law’s objectives and provisions are clear, and generally reflect functions performed in best practice 

environments, with the exception of port dues setting/approval and maintenance of common use areas:

 Adjustments to the Draft Law should focus on specificity as to what entity is performing which function

 Port sector regulatory framework needs to be strengthened, either by providing greater detail in the law or in its 

implementing regulations (which do not yet exist)

 Regulation is more effective if the port industry is confident it will provide level playing field -- requires transparency

 Given the Competition Law is not yet implemented, ARSPM should assume the responsibility for safeguarding port 

sector competition at least on an interim basis

Complexity of port regulation requires good foundation in port industry economics,  tariffs, and operations:

 Economic regulation can be made less complex by incorporating maximum tariff bid terms in concession tenders

 Mozambique should prepare organizational startup plan for ARSPM, to include organizational structure, staffing, 

administrative procedures, regulatory processes, and five-year operational budget 

 Mozambique should plan and implement capacity building program addressing regulatory responsibilities outlined in the 

law, particularly in the areas of:

 Competition regulation

 Economic regulation

 Port performance monitoring

 Port concessions, including preparation of bid terms and specifications and model contracts
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